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⇣ J∫“÷œ @ HA
⇣ ✏K⌦ PQÂîÀ@ Å∫´ ˙Ø …íØ
HA
⌦

ii.3 Conversion of necessaries and possibles
[Nec E and poss I]

⇣ËPQÂîÀAK ‡Ò∫K ‡ @ IjJØ , H h ·” Z˙Ê⌘Ö B ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK AJ Ø⇣ @ X@ : »ÒÆ⇣ K
.
⌦
.
. .⌦ . .
⌦

[2.3.1] We say: If
(1)

With necessity, no C is a B.

then it has to be that
(2)

With necessity, no B is a C.

{NB Here as often, qulnā serves as quotation marks, not part of the content.
}
{Prior Anal i.3, 25a28.}

✏
‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·∫” AØ , h. H. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·∫” @ B @  : @ÒÀAØ⇣ . h. H. ·” Z˙⌦Ê⌘Ö B
ë™K.

[Aristotle] says:

Otherwise it would be possible that some B is a C, and so it
would be possible that some C is a B.
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{Prior Anal i.3, 25a30.}

· . K⌦ ’À A” @ YÎ . ÈJ⌦Ø ·∫“÷œ @ Å∫´ …“™⇣JÉ@ È✏K @ ÒÎ Z˙Ê⌘Ö AJÍÎ …æÉ⌘ AØ , H. h.
⌦
.Y™K.

But there is a problem here: the argument uses conversion of a possibility
proposition, and this is something that hasn’t yet been proved.

✏
✏
Z˙⌦Ê⌘Ö ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·∫” @ @ X@ ÈKAØ . ÈÇÆJK. ·✏⌦K. ·∫“÷œ @ @ YÎ ÄAæ™K @ ‡@ : —ÓDî™K. »AÆ⇣ Ø
[2.3.2] Some [commentators] say:

The conversion of this possibility proposition is self-explanatory.
If it’s possible that X is Y , it’s possible that the latter thing Y is
the former thing X. And because this is self-evident, it can be
used to give information about something else, without relying
on a proof of how it goes.

, ÈÇÆJK. AJ⌧✏⌦K. @ YÎ ‡Aø A‹✏ œ .Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ΩÀ X Qk B@ Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ΩÀ X ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·∫” @ , AJ⌧⌦É⌘
✏⇣ ⇣ Q
✏
h. A⇣Jm⇢⌦' ÈK @ ¯⌦ YJ´ . ÈÀAg ·✏⌦J.K⌦ ‡ @ ÈJ⌦Ø ≠ØÒ
J” ⌦´ , ÈK. ËQ⌦´ ≠K⌦ Q™⇣K PAg.

But in my view

✏
ÈKÒª ©J⇣J“÷œ @ ‡ @ ·” ¨Q´ @ AJ⌧✏⌦K. ËÒìQØ A” Å⌧⌦À .Aí⌦ @ A” ‡AJ⌦K. ˙Õ@ Å∫™À@ @ YÎ

this latter conversion does need some justification too. What they assume 95.10
to be clear is no better known than the fact that the impossibility of Y being
X

✏
.H. Ò ¢÷œ @ ·” I.K⌦ QØ⇣  @ H. Ò ¢÷œ @ ÒÎ ¯⌦ YÀ@ ÒÎ Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ΩÀ X ‡Òª ©J⇣J÷ﬂ⌦ , AJ⌧⌦É⌘

prevents X from being Y , which is what we were trying to show, or close
to it.

✏
·∫À

[2.3.3] What

✏
ÈìQØ ‡Aø h. H. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·∫” @ ‡@ ÈK @ ÒÎ , ·Çk @ ‡Qk B@ ÈÀAØ⇣ A”

other people say is better, namely that if it’s possible that some B is a C, the
assumption of it

‡AØ .»Am◊ ÈJ” – Q K⌦ B »Aj÷œ @ Q⌦™À@ H. Y∫À@ .AK. Yª ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ËQ⌘ª @ . »Am◊ Q⌦´
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is not impossible. It may be false in most cases; but when a thing is false
and not impossible, nothing impossible follows from it, because

✏
✏
✏
»Aj÷œ @ È”Q K⌦  B @ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B A‘Ø . È⇣⇣JJ.À@ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B »Aj÷œ @ ‡AØ . ·∫‹ÿ ·∫÷ﬂ⌦ A” – PB

what follows from something possible is itself possible. Now what is impossible will absolutely never be the case, and so what will not be the case
unless something impossible follows from it

✏
✏
✏
H. Y∫ÀAØ . È⇣⇣JJ.À@ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B A” ‡Òª ©” ‡Ò∫K⌦ A÷ﬂ @  , ‡Ò∫K⌦ ≠J⌦ª . È⇣⇣JJ.À@ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B
Q⌦™À@

will never at all be the case. How could it be, when it could only occur 95.15
together with something that will never occur? If a thing is false but not

Transcription checked 30 Sep 09. Readings checked 1 Nov 12.
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H. h. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ YJ⌧J⌦mØ , @XÒk. Ò” h. H. ë™K. êQØ @ XAØ .»Aj÷œ @ È”Q K⌦ B »Aj÷œ @

impossible, no impossibility follows from it. So if it’s assumed that
(3)

Some B is a C.

is true, then in that case
(4)

Some C is a B.

{NB mawjūd for ‘true’, and in next line. It’s contrasted with kidban. }
¯

✏
⇣ ´ A“ª H. h. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ YJ⌧J⌦mØ , @XÒk. Ò”
ΩJ∫À .»Am◊ Q⌦´ AK. Yª I“

is true, and hence (4) is — as you know — false but not impossible. But
you
{What Ibn Sı̄nā writes is blatantly self-contradictory. But he is probably
foreshortening his source. For Aristotle, if something is possible, then to
assume it’s true is to assume something ‘false but not impossible’ (34a25),
which must be shorthand for ‘not impossible, though it could be false’. And
of course to assume something is to assume it’s true. }

, H. h. ë™K. : AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ≠J⌦∫Ø , H. h. ·” Z˙⌦Ê⌘Ö B : ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. I⇣ Ø⇣ YØ⇣

have already said
(5)

Necessarily no C is a B.

So how could the sentence (4)

H. Yª h. H. ë™K. AJÀÒÆ⇣ Ø , h. H. ë™K. AJÀÒØ⇣ ·” – QÀ .»Am◊ ÒÍØ , »Am◊ Q⌦´

not be impossible, when it is in fact impossible? But (3) follows from the
sentence (3), so (3) is false

.»Am◊ 

and impossible.

✏
: »ÒÆ⇣ K ‡ @ ÒÎ ,¯⌦ YJ´ H. QØ⇣ @ ÒÎ , Èk.  ÈÀ @ YÎ ‡ @ ˙Œ´

[2.3.4] This on the basis of something that can be put in a way which in
my view is very close (to the truth), namely that
{Several mss give al-’aqrabu, which looks plausible. }

⇣ È⇣Æ⇣ ¢÷œ @ ÜYí
⇣ ⇣ ‡ @ ·∫” @ @ XAØ . È”PB ·∫” @ , Z˙Ê⌘Ö ·∫” @ PAg @ X@
ë™K. : È⇣ KAÆÀ@
.
⌦
4
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if a thing is possible and can be the case, then what follows from it is also
possible. So if it’s possible that the absolute proposition (3) is true,
{NB The principle ‘What follows from the possible is possible’ presumably
is for modality of the quantifier. What would it mean for modality of the
predicate? }

‡ @ ˘⌦™J.⌧K⌦ A” l⇡✏ ï @ @ YÎ . H. h. ë™K. : AJÀÒØ⇣ ¯✏⌦ @ , ⇣ËPQÂï AÍ”PB ·∫” @ , h. H.

its consequence (4) has to be possible. This is a very sound view, and it’s
what one should

.»AÆK⇣ ⌦

say.
[Nec A]

✏
⇣ ‡Aø ‡@ A”✏ @
, H. h. …ø ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ P@Q¢ìAK. ΩÀÒØ⇣ …⌘J” AJ.k. Ò” »ÒÆÀ@

If a sentence is affirmative, for example the sentence
(6)

With necessity every C is a B.

✏
. h. H. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ P@Q¢ìAK. ÈK@ ‡ÒÀÒÆJ⇣ ⌦Ø , H. h. ë™K.  @

or
(7)

96.8

[With necessity] some C is a B.

then [Aristotle] says that
(8)

With necessity some B is a C.

{Prior Anal i.3, 25a32.}

PÒÓD⌘Ñ÷œ @ ‡AJ⌦J.À@

The standard proof

⌘ ⌦k ·” È✏K B , h. H. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·” YK✏ . B È✏K @ ÒÎ @ YÍÀ
@ YÎ á⇣ ¢” ÒÎ IJ
. È“∫k

of this is:

5
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There is no doubt that some B is a C, because when we take the
converse as absolute, this is its content.
{NB This is reporting a mašhūr position which uses min h.aytu.
¯
Who can it be? Note also that here we first find the consequence
with the modality removed, and then we ask questions about
restoring it. }

B ‡Aø ‡AØ .P@Q¢ìAK. ‡Ò∫K⌦ B  @ , P@Q¢ìAK. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ A”@✏ YJ⌧J⌦mØ
,P@Q¢ìAK.

Then this converse has to be either with necessity or not with
necessity. If it is not with necessity,

✏
@ YÎ ˙⌦Ø . ≠ g @ YÎ ,P@Q¢ìAK. È ø ‡Aø ,P@Q¢ìAK. B H. h. ë™J.Ø
‡AJ⌦J.À@

then some C is a B not with necessity, but [in (7)] every C was
a B with necessity. This is an absurdity.
This proof contains

.°J⌦ m⇢⇣' ©ì@Ò”

elements of muddle.
{The muddle that Ibn Sı̄nā complains of is not in Alexander, who tries to
recover Aristotle’s argment and interprets it as an argument by reductio:
we assume that every (or some) C is a B with necessity, and the contradictory negation of ‘Some B is a C with necessity’. The contradictory negation
says that every B is possibly not a C. (Alexander gets in a muddle by
writing ‘contingently’ for ‘possibly’, but Ibn Sı̄nā ignores this.) Alexander
now drops the modality and infers that no B is a C and hence no C is a B.
Restoring the modality, no C is necessarily a B, and this contradicts that every (or some) C is a B with necessity. Ibn Sı̄nā notes the move of dropping
the modality, but he puts it in a different place: ignoring modalities, the
converse is ‘Some B is a C’, and what remains is to apply the appropriate
modality. The person under attack argues that it can’t be ‘It is not necessary that’; Ibn Sı̄nā ungenerously takes him to be arguing that the converse
is never a necessary proposition. Later Ibn Rušd will review this argument
of Ibn Sı̄nā with a similar lack of generosity. }

✏
✏ ✏
‡Aø A÷ﬂ @ , ÈJ⇣ . k. Ò÷œ @ È⇣Æ⇣ ¢÷œ @ ÄAæ™K@ ˙⌦Ø —Í“J⌦ ™⇣K ·” ≠ É ¯⌦ YÀ@ ‡ B ΩÀ X
6
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[2.3.5] [In the first place,] what [Aristotle] said earlier in his teaching, 96.14
about conversion of an absolute affirmative proposition, was just
{Aristotle said this at i.2, 25a16ff.}

✏
✏
AÓDÑ∫´ ‡Ò∫J⌦Ø P@Q¢ìAK. B I⇣ KAø ‡@ AÓE @ ·✏⌦J.K⌦ ’À , °Æ⇣ Ø È⇣✏J⌦KQk. Å∫™J⇣K AÓE@

that an existentially quantified proposition converts; it wasn’t shown that 96.15
if the proposition is not with necessity then its converse is

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 1 Nov 12.
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✏ ✏
✏⇣
I.⇣KAø ‡AÇ @ …ø ‡AØ . ËÒk. ÒÀ@ ·” Èk. ÒK. ák
@ YÎ B .P @Q¢ìAK. B

also not with necessity. In fact it is altogether not true: every human is a
writer,

✏
.P@QÂî£AK. ‡AÇ @ I.⇣KAø …ø ✏’Á⌘' ,P@Q¢ìAK. B

not with necessity, but every writer is a human with necessity.

⇣ . ⌘K@ ˙Ø ©ÆJK⌦ YØ⇣ ‡AJ⌦J.À@ @ YÎ ‡✏ @ AJ“✏É ‡@  A✏K @ ÒÎ ˙GA⌘JÀ@ °J⌦ j⇣J Ø
Å∫´ HAJ
⌦
⌦

[2.3.6] And as to the second muddle, this is that even if we admit that 97.3
this proof is useful for establishing conversion

✏
✏
©J÷ﬂ⌦ Å⌧⌦À ÈKAØ .I.k. Ò÷œ @ ˙⌦G Qm.Ã '@ Å∫™À@ ‡AJ⌦K. ˙⌦Ø ©ÆJK⌦ ≠J⌦∫Ø , I.k. Ò÷œ @ ˙ŒæÀ@
⌦

of universally quantified affirmative propositions, how does that help to
prove conversion of existentially quantified affirmative propositions? In
fact

. ⇣ËPPYÀAK. B Aí⌦ @ H. h. ë™K. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. H. h. ë™K. : AJÀÒØ⇣

the sentence
(9)

Some C is a B with necessity.

doesn’t exclude that some C is a B not with necessity.
{NB Here ‘necessarily’ can’t have widest scope. }

✏
H. h. ë™K. ‡ @ ÒÎ , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. h. H. ë™K. : AJÀÒØ⇣ Å∫´ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ PÒj.J⌦Ø

So it’s possible that the converse of the sentence
(10)

Every B is a C with necessity.

is
(11)

Some C is a B, not with necessity.

{Presumably first letter is fa, not qa as printed. }

©” l⇡✏ ï , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. B H. h. ë™K. PAíØ —ÍÀÒØ⇣ ˙Œ´ Å∫™K@ ‡@ ✏’Á⌘' . ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. B

Then if it converts as they say but becomes (11), it can be true together with

✏
’Œ™⇣K ΩKAØ . ≠ g – Q K⌦ ’À , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. H. h. ë™K. : AJÀÒØ⇣ ÒÎ , …ì B@ È⇣✏m⇡ï
8
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the original [converse], namely the sentence (9), and no absurdity follows.
As you know,
{What he ought to say here is that ‘the’ converse of is the strongest form
that follows from under all choices of terms. Why doesn’t he? Does he
ever use the notion of ‘under all choices of terms’? }

⇣ Qj
✏ ⇣J” AÓDî™K.  , ⇣ËPQÂï Èª
✏ ⇣J” –AÇk. B@ ë™K. ‡✏ @
ΩÀ Yª . ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. B ºQj

some bodies move necessarily and some bodies move but not with necessity. And similarly

, ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. B XÒÉ AÓDî™K.  , A÷ﬂ @X ¯✏⌦ @ ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. XÒÉ –AÇk. B@ ë™K.

some bodies are with necessity (i.e. permanently) black, and some are black 97.10
but not with necessity.

…K.

[2.3.7] But rather

✏ B@ ˙Ê™÷œ AK È⇣Æ⇣ ¢” Å∫™J⇣K Ë YÎ ‡✏ @ ám⇣✏ Ã '@
⇣ËXAK PCK h H ë™K ‡✏ @ ÒÎ , —´
⌦ . . .
.
.

the truth is that (10) converts to an absolute proposition in the general sense
of ‘absolute’, namely
(12)

Some B is a C.

with no condition

✏
‡ @ I.m.⇢'⌦ Å⌧⌦À ÈK @ ’Œ™⇣K I⇣ K @ . ‡@P ÒªY÷œ @ ‡BA⌘J÷œ @ ÒÎ ÈJ⌦ ´ ‡AÎQ . À@ .†QÂ⌘Ö

added. The proof of it is the aforementioned two examples. You know from
the example above that
{Possibly the latter example is 97.1f, though strictly it wasn’t given as a
conversion; the mss have long additions to the next line, explaining how to
read it as an example of a conversion. Not clear what the ‘two examples’
are; they should be the pair at 97.6f, but it’s not clear how he deduces his
statement from them. }

©J⇣J÷ﬂ⌦ CØ .P ÒªY÷œ @ »A⌘J÷œ @ ·” ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ Q⌦´ ·´ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ Q⌦´ Å∫´ ‡Ò∫K⌦

the converse of something not necessary need not also be not necessary. It
is not impossible

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 1 Nov 12.
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A✏K⌦ PQÂï @ YÎ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ΩÀ X ✏’Á⌘' , Z˙⌦Ê⌘Ö ˙Œ´ È ‘g A✏K⌦ PQÂï Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @

for X to be a necessary predicate of Y , where Y is not a necessary predicate

. È™ìÒ” ˙⌦Ø AgQÂ⌘Ö @ YÍÀ ºYK⌦ Q É . ÈÀ

of X. We will give you a further explanation of this in the appropriate
place.

✏ ⇣JÀ@ H Am⇡ï @ ÈÆ✏æ⇣K ¯ Y✏À@ ëJj ⇣JÀ@ ËÒk  XPÒK ‡ @ IjJØ @ YÎ ©”
·´ I.í™
⌦
.
.
. .⌦
⌦

[2.3.8] And furthermore we have to mention aspects of the summary 98.3
which a group of partisan people have taken the trouble to write about

✏
✏
✏
Å⌧⌦À , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. ‡AÇ @ I.⇣KAø …ø : AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡@ : —ÓDî™K. »AÆ⇣ Ø .– PCÀ@ @ YÎ

this consequence. One of them said:
The sentence
(13)

Every writer is a human, with necessity.

is not
{NB Here a modal with the modality at the end is attributed to
an earlier commentator. }

✏⇣
✏
ÒÎ A” ë™J.Ø ; ‡Ò”Y™” ÄAK@ —Î ·⌦”Y™÷œ @ ·⌦J.⇣KAæÀ@ ‡ B ΩÀ X , AÆk
I.⇣KAø

true, because nonexistent writers are nonexistent people; so some
writers

.AÉAK @ Q⌦í⌦ ‡ @ @ÒJ∫÷ﬂ⇣ ¯✏⌦ @ , ÄAK ‡Aæ”B AK. ÒÎ

are human [only] with possibility, i.e. it’s possible for them to
become human.

✏
✏
✏
✏
ÈÀ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ A” …ø ËAJ™” , H. h. …ø : AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡ @ QªX ¯⌦ YÀ@ ‡AÇ B @ ÒÎ @ YÎ

This is the same person who said that the meaning of the phrase ‘Every C
is a B’ is ‘Everything that fits the description of being

✏
.I.⇣KAø : AJÀÒØ⇣ ˙⌦Ø Cg@X , ‡Aæ”B AK. I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” h. Qk @ , h. …™ÆÀAK. ÈK @
10
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a C in act’, and he excluded what is a writer with possibility from counting
under the description ‘writer’.

✏
⇣ I⇣KAæÀ@ …gX @ YØ⇣ ‡ BAØ
È⇣⇣JJ.À@ Ym.⇢' Å⌧⌦ Ø ΩÀ X ©” , È⇣ “m.Ã '@ Ë YÎ ˙⌦Ø ⇣ËÒ✏ ÆÀAK
. .

⇣
È”⇣ Y✏ Æ”

But now he has included potential writers in this class. Besides this, [on his
interpretation] we won’t ever find a premise that is

✏
✏
; ÈK⇣ . XAø , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. ‡@ÒJ⌦k ‡AÇ @ …ø : AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡AØ . ÈJ⇣ . k. Ò” È⇣✏K⌦ PQÂï

universally quantified, necessary and affirmative. Thus the sentence
(14)

✏
È⇣✏J⌦ ø

Every human is an animal with necessity.

is false,

⇣ ¯ Y✏À@ ÒÎ , ÄAJÀ@ ë™JØ . ‡Aæ”B AK ‡@ÒJk · ”Y™÷œ @ ÄAJÀ@ ‡✏ B
, ⇣ËÒ✏ ÆÀAK
. ⌦
.
. ⌦ ⌦

because nonexistent people are animals [only] with possibility. So some
people (namely those who are potential)

✏
·” BA⌘J” Ym.⇢' B .(?) ‡@ÒJ⌦k ‡AÇ @ …ø ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. Å⌧⌦ Ø , ‡Aæ”B AK. ‡@ÒJ⌦k

are animals [only] with possibility, and so it is not true that with necessity
every human is an animal. [Using his interpretation] we can’t find a single
real-life example

✏ ⇣
. È⇣⇣JJ.À@ AØXAì
‡Ò∫K⌦ , I.k. Ò÷œ @

✏
˙⌦Œæ À È⇣ “™⇣JÇ÷œ @ È⇣ ⌘J” B@

of a universally quantified affirmative true proposition.
[Nec I and ‘by his being a writer’]

{The next few pages, up to the end of 103, discuss the two phrases min
jihati and min h.aytu, literally ‘from the aspect’ and ‘from the place where’.
¯
Ibn Sı̄nā seems to regard the phrases as synonymous; he flits between them,
e.g. at 99.11, 100.13. The two phrases as Ibn Sı̄nā uses them need extended
treatment; I am working on it. Meanwhile:
Today both phrases are regarded as typically philosophical. There is
no sign that the classical Arabic speakers saw them this way. For example
Ibn Hisham in the 14th century regards min h.aytu as typical of Islamic law,
¯
and he doesn’t suggest any connection with philosophy. Ze’ev Maghen,
After Hardship Cometh Ease: The Jews as Backdrop for Muslim Moderation, De
Gruyter, Berlin (2006) p. 182, quotes an item of the h.adı̄t literature from
¯
late in the 7th century, in which there is a discussion of the meaning of
11
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the phrase min h.aytu. Both interlocutors assume that h.aytu carries its early
¯
¯
literal meaning of place, but only one takes the min ‘from’ literally. The
dispute is about whether men are instructed to penetrate their wives ‘in the
right place’, or ‘from the right direction’. In view of Ibn Hisham’s remark,
the connection with rules of behaviour is interesting.
As far as I know, min jihati occurs a few times in the 9th century translations of the Organon, min h.aytu never. In the 10th century al-Fārābı̄ uses
¯
both phrases often, particularly min h.aytu. It’s virtually certain that these
¯
pages of Ibn Sı̄nā, and a further discussion at pp. 144–149 below, respond to
a discussion in al-Fārābı̄’s now lost Longer Commentary on the Prior Analytics.
Ibn Rušd in his Masā’ı̄l quotes al-Fārābı̄ in words which appear more or less
verbatim in Ibn Sı̄nā. So the good money is on al-Fārābı̄ being the person
who introduced the pair of phrases min h.aytu and min jihati to logical dis¯
cussion. See Tony Street, ‘ “The eminent later scholar” in Avicenna’s Book
of the Syllogism’, Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 11 (2001) 205–218. Very regrettably, al-Fārābı̄ doesn’t include either min jihati or min h.aytu among the
¯
logical phrases that he discusses in Alfāz. or H
. urūf.
min h.aytu and similar phrases made their way into Scholastic discus¯
sions, translated as qua or inquantum. Burley quotes Ibn Sı̄nā as an authority on these phrases; he cites the Ilāhiyyāt, not the Qiyās which he didn’t
know. Burley also attributes to Ibn Sı̄nā a rule for paraphrasing out these
phrases: ‘A is B qua C’ means ‘A is C and every C is B’. I refer to this rule
below as Burley’s rule. It works quite well in some cases, though I doubt
that it correctly represents Ibn Sı̄nā’s thought.
English translations of the Scholastics tend to translate qua and inquantum as ‘insofar as’. There are a few cases where this represents the literal
sense of min h.aytu. But aside from these, ‘insofar as’ is a weasel phrase bet¯
ter suited to politics than to logic. I would never knowingly use it in logical
research, and I would need reassurance about the competence of any other
logician who so used it. A very sound principle is to avoid ever using the
phrase in translations of Ibn Sı̄nā. Fortunately in the passage under discussion here this is not hard. }

✏
✏
⇣
✏ œ @ ë™K »AØ
.iJ⌦m⇡ï , ‡Aæ”B AK. ÄAK H. A⇣J∫À@ ë™K. AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡@ : ·⌦ íj÷
.

[2.3.9] One of the commentators said:
The sentence
(15)

Some writers are human with [necessity].

is [not] true,
12
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{In spite of the unanimity of the mss in reading ‘with possibility’, this must surely be ‘necessarily human’?? Similarly the
‘not’ is needed from the comments below. }
{‘One of the commentators’: Ibn Sı̄nā describes him below (99.9)
as careful with details but given to partisanship. At 102.2 he
quotes a commentator who must be al-Fārābı̄, if we compare
the text with what Ibn Rušd quotes from al-Fārābı̄. Ibn Sı̄nā
doesn’t say that the commentator at 102.2 is the same as the
present one, but he doesn’t deny it either and it seems to be a
continuation of the same discussion. So one’s first guess must
be that the person being quoted throughout this discussion is
al-Fārābı̄. The remark about partisanship could be Ibn Sı̄nā’s
normal complaint that other logicians rely too much on Aristotle. }

✏
✏
✏
ÒÎ , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. I.⇣KAø ÈK AK. ≠ìÒK⌦ A” ë™K. ‡ @ @ YÎ ˙Ê™” ‡ B ΩÀ X
. ‡AÇ @

because this sentence means that something fitting the description ‘writer’ is necessarily human.

AJ.⇣KAø  @ , AJ.⇣KAø ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. ‡Aø , AJ.⇣KAø ‡Aø  @ , AJ.⇣KAø ·∫K⌦ ’À Z@ÒÉ

But it’s irrelevant whether he is or is not a writer, and whether
his being a writer is

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 1 Nov 12.
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99

✏⇣ ⇣
‡ XAØ .AJ.⇣KAø ·∫K⌦ ’À ‡@  , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. AKAÇ⌧´ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ˙Êk
, ËPQÂîÀAK. B
ÈKÒª

or is not with necessity — he would be human by necessity even
if he hadn’t been a writer. Therefore his being

✏
.I.⇣KAø ÈK B Å⌧⌦À , ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. AKAÇ @

with necessity a human is not a consequence of his being a
writer.

✏
·∫K⌦ ’À ‡@ ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. ‡AÇ @ ÒÎ , I.⇣KAø ÈK AK. ≠ìÒK⌦ A” ë™K. : I⇣ Ø⇣ @ XAØ

So when you say: ‘Something that fits the description ‘writer’
would be human with necessity, even if it weren’t a writer’,

✏ ⇣Ø ⇣ ✏ ⇣
⇣
I.⇣KAø ÈK @ ÈÍm
. , I.KAø ÈK @ ÈÍk. ·” B , ΩÇÆK ˙⌦Ø »ÒÆ⇣K I⇣ K AØ , AJ.⇣KAø

then you say to yourself ‘Not just because he is a writer’, because the fact that he is a writer
{My translation ‘just because’ for lā min jihati ’an is taken from
the context. At 145.11 Ibn Sı̄nā glosses min jihati as li-’anna. It
is not clear from Ibn Sı̄nā’s discussion what kind of ‘because’
the commentator has in mind. Ibn Sı̄nā’s own view is that ‘human’ is part of the definition of ‘writer’ (100.7 below), and hence
we can deduce ‘human’ from ‘writer’ immediately. The commentator could differ about this, or he could take the view that
even though ‘writer’ entails ‘human’, being a writer is not what
makes a person a human — a more metaphysical kind of ‘because’. The fact that Ibn Sı̄nā doesn’t discuss this issue doesn’t
tell us anything about the commentator, because it was Ibn Sı̄nā’s
strong view that metaphysical questions of this kind have no
place in logic. For a min jihati clause that is meant but not expressed, see Ibn Rušd Masā’ı̄l 104.6 in a discussion of al-Fārābı̄.
}

, È⇣✏J⌦KAÇ B @ È™” ‡Ò∫⇣K ‡ @ ¯⌦ PQÂï Q⌦´ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ XAØ . ⇣ËPQÂîÀ@ I.k. Ò⇣K B
‡Ò∫J⌦Ø
14
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doesn’t impose any necessity. Therefore being human is not a
necessary consequence of being a writer. So

99.5

✏
⇣ ·” I⇣KAæÀ@ ÒÎ H A✏⇣J∫À@ ë™K
ÈK @ A✏K⌦ PQÂï Å⌧⌦À I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.
.
.
‡AÇ @

some writer, namely
(16)

The writer, just because he is a writer

doesn’t necessarily have to be either a human
{NB ‘The writer, min jihati mā he is a writer’ is an example of a
writer. }

✏
⇣ ·” ΩÀ X , ‡AÇ AK Å⌧À  @
‡ @ ·∫‹ÿ H. A⇣J∫À@ ë™J.Ø .I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
. ⌦
.
‡Ò∫K⌦

or not a human, as far as his being a writer is concerned. In fact
some writers, just from the fact that they are writers, could be

⇣ ·” AKAÇ @
.I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.

[not] human.

{Again have to add ‘not’, probably ’an lā yakūna. }

✏ ﬂ⇣ ˙Œ´ Ií™
⇣ ⇣ ✏⇣
✏ ⇣
, YJ⌦™K. Èk.  …j÷
. JÀ@ È ‘g °ÀA´ YÆØ , áØX ‡@  , …g. QÀ@ @ YÎ

[2.3.10] This man took care with details, but he still said misleading 99.9
things, and his tolerance of partisanship led him to improbable lengths of
casuistry.

⌘ ⌦k ·” I.⇣KAæÀ@ : AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡✏ @ ·✏ £ ·” ° ´
; ⇣ËPQÂîÀ@ I.k. ÒK⌦ B , I.⇣KAø ÒÎ IJ

It would be a mistake for anyone to think that the phrase ‘The writer, just 99.10
because he is a writer’ doesn’t affirm any necessity,

✏
✏ ˙Êk
⇣ ·” I⇣KAæÀ@ ‡✏ @ È™” ií
‡AÇ B @ …‘g ‡Ò∫K⌦ B , I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
⌦ ⇣
.

and hence that it is correct that ‘the writer, just because he is a writer’
doesn’t have ‘human’ predicated
{NB min h.aytu huwa paraphrased as min jihati mā huwa.}
¯
{Not sure what mac ahu is doing here. }
15
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✏
✏
‡AÇ B @ …‘g …™k. ¯⌦ YÀ@ ÒÎ AJ.⇣KAø ÈKÒª ‡ @ ˙⌦Ø AJ”Cø Å⌧⌦À , ÈJ⌦ ´ A✏K⌦ PQÂï

of him necessarily. What we are saying is not that his being a writer either
does or doesn’t make it necessary to predicate ‘human’

⇣ ·” I⇣KAæÀ@ ˙Œ´ …“m⇢' …Î ‡AÇ B @ ˙Ø AJ”Cø …K , …™m⇢' ’À  @ A✏K PQÂï ÈJ ´
ÈÍk
⌦
.
. .⌦
⌦
⌦
.
⌦

of him, but rather we are discussing whether ‘human’ is in fact true of ‘the
writer, just because

✏
. ÈJ⌦ ´ …“mÃ '@ ¯⌦ PQÂï ‡Ò∫J⌦Ø , A÷ﬂ @X ÈJ⌦ ´ …“m⇢⌦' ÈK@ : »AØ⇣ ‡AØ .I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A”

he is a writer’. If one were to say ‘It is true of him permanently’, then that
would [make it] necessarily true of him.

⇣ P @ X@ ΩÀ Yª .I.⇣KAø È✏K @ …g. B ·∫K⌦ ’À ‡@  , ÈJ⌦ ´ …“m⇢⌦' È✏K @ ·✏⌦J.Ø
ÈK⇣ . A⇣J∫À@ IÀ@

Now it’s clear that [‘human’] is true of [any writer], even if the reason is not 99.15
that he is a writer. And likewise if an individual writer ceases to be a writer
{This remark could refer back to (15), because it is not clear that ‘human’ is
true of ‘the writer, just because he is a writer’. But I am trying to make this
still part of an argument about ‘the writer, just because he is a writer’. }

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 2 Nov 12.
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100

✏
✏
‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ©J÷ﬂ⌦ B ΩÀ X ‡AØ , I.⇣KAæÀ@ ÒÎ ¯⌦ YÀ@ Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ˙Œ´ BÒ“m◊ AKAÇ @ ÈKÒª ©”

while ‘being a human’ is true of him, this doesn’t stop ‘human’ being

✏
I.k. ÒK⌦ , Z˙⌦Ê⌘Ö ˙Œ´ …“m⇢⌦'  ‡Ò∫K⌦ B ÈK @ Å⌧⌦ Ø . ÈÀ A÷ﬂ @X , I.⇣KAæÀ@ ˙Œ´ BÒ“m◊

true of the writer, and permanently so. So it is not the case that [if ‘writer’]
ceases to be true in some case, then it has to be

✏
.A÷ﬂ @X ÈJ⌦ ´ …“m⇢⌦' B ‡Ò∫K⌦ ·⌦g ÈK @

that while he is human it is not predicated of him permanently.
{This translation is rather desperate. Possibly a corrupt text. }

⇣ ·” I⇣KAæÀ@ ‡@✏ : »AØ⇣ ‡@ A”✏ AØ
, ⇣ËXAK⌦ P B °Æ⇣ Ø I.⇣KAø ÒÎ , I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.

[2.3.11] Suppose he said:

The writer just because he is a writer is purely a writer with
nothing added;
and ‘human’ means something distinct from his being a writer.
So ‘human’ is not true of the writer just because he is a writer.
This is about the content of ‘human’, and [the same applies to]
‘animal’.

✏
‡AÇ B @ ’∫k @ YÎ ‡Aø , ÈJ⌦ ´ BÒ“m◊ Å⌧⌦ Ø , I.⇣KAø ÈK @ Q⌦´ Qk @ ˙Ê™” ‡AÇ B @
✏
✏
⌘ ⌦k ·” , ‡AÇ B @ ‡A
‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@ —™K . ‡@ÒJ⌦k ÈK @ ÒÎ , ‡AÇ @ ÒÎ IJ
Ø . ‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@

But in fact [HUMAN] is an animal. Yes, [ANIMAL]
{At some point, which is indeterminate in the text but in the translation
I make it happen here, Ibn Sı̄nā moves over to the viewpoint he had expressed in c Ibāra i.7. He explained there that in the proposition ‘The human
is X’, ‘The human’ can refer to the ‘nature’, i.e. in effect to the meaning
[HUMAN]. The sentence is true when X is part of the nature [HUMAN],
for example if it is a constituent of the definition of [HUMAN], and in this
case X will be true of all individual humans. But as he notes here, neither
[WRITER] nor [NOT WRITER] is a constituent of [HUMAN], so both ‘The
human is a writer’ and ‘The human is not a writer’ are false. Near enough,
these X are the things that are true of a human just because he is a human;
so it is legitimate to treat the phrase ‘the human, just because he is a human’
as naming the idea [HUMAN]. Ibn Sı̄nā has in fact done just this in several
17
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places earlier in the Šifā’; for example at REF. Ibn Sı̄nā also tends to refer to
[ANIMAL] as h.ayawāniyya ‘animalness’; this usage appears at 101.8 below.
}

✏
✏ ·” ‡ @Qk ‡AÇ B @ ‡@ÒJmÃ '@ ΩÀ Yª , Ë Yg
✏ ·” ZQk Y™JJk
‡AØ .I.⇣KAæÀ@ Yg
.
⌦
. ⌦

in this case is a part of the definition of [HUMAN], and likewise [ANIMAL]
and [HUMAN] are two parts of the definition of [WRITER].

✏ ˙Ø Yg Ò⇣K AÓE✏ @ , ˙Ê™÷ﬂ. , È⇣✏J⇣K@ YÀ@ ê@✏ ÒmÃ '@ ·” I⇣KAæÀ@
ÈÇ⌧k.  ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ AÎ Yg
⌦
.
⌦ .

[WRITER] is an essential proprium (of [HUMAN]), in the sense that its
definition contains its substrate, which is of course its genus ([HUMAN]).

✏
✏ ✏
⇣ ◊B
‡Aø , °Æ⇣ Ø I.⇣KAø ÈK @ Yg @ @ X@ I.⇣KAæÀ@ ‡AØ , È ø @ YÎ Y™K.  . ÈÀAm

All of that being so, if the writer was taken to be purely a writer [and nothing else], even with
{I think this is meant to show up al-Fārābı̄’s claim as absurd. But Arabic
doesn’t always flag up counterfactual conditions as counterfactual, so only
the context shows that Ibn Sı̄nā’s conclusion here is not one that he is himself endorsing. }

⇣ ‡AÇ B @
ë™K. ‡AæØ ; ‡Aæ”B AK. B ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. ÈJ⌦ ´ »Ò“m◊ Q⌦´ ‡Aø ÈÀ AKPAÆ”

‘human’ linked to him, then ‘human’ would not be true of him either with 100.10
necessity or with possibility; so we would have
(17)

Some writer is not human, with necessity and not possibility.

⇣ ·” I⇣KAæÀ@ ÒÎ , ‡Aæ”B AK B AKAÇ @ Å⌧À ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK H A✏⇣J∫À@
ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.
⌦
. .
.

This writer would be ‘the writer, just because he is

.I.⇣KAø

a writer’.

⇣ ·” , @ Yª IJ
⌘ ⌦k ·” : AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡✏ @ ÒÎ .Qk @ A¢ ´ AJÍÎ ‡✏ @ ˙Œ´
, @ Yª ÈÍk
.

[2.3.12] There is another error here. The phrases ‘just because etc.’ and 100.13
‘from the aspect etc.’
{NB Here Ibn Sı̄nā directly associates min h.aytu with min jihati. }
¯

⇣ËPQÂîÀAK Å⌧À I⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
⇣ ·” H A✏⇣J∫À@ ë™K : ÈÀÒÆ⇣ Ø .»Ò“j÷œ @ Z@Qk @ ·”
. ⌦ .
.
.
.
.

are parts of the predicate. So the sentence
(18)

Some writers, just because they are writers, are with necessity
not human.
18
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⇣ ·” , AKAÇ @ ⇣ËPQÂîÀ@ ·” Å⌧À I⇣KAæÀ@ : ÈÀÒØ⇣ ˙Ê™÷ﬂ. ÒÎ , AKAÇ @
ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
⌦ .

means the same as
(19)

The writer is, from necessity, not human just because he is a
writer.

, ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. …K. , »Ò“j÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. Å⌧⌦À PAJ.⇣J´B @ @ YÎ ‡Aø ÒÀ , I.⇣KAø

If this phrase was interpreted not as a part of the predicate, but as a part of
the subject,

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 3 Nov 12.
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101

⇣ K , ‡@ÒJk ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
⇣ ·” ‡@ÒJmÃ '@ : »ÒÆ⇣ K A✏Jª A✏KAØ .»Am◊ ÈJ” – Q À
á£A
⌦
.
⌦

then an impossibility would follow from it. In fact we would be saying
(20)

The animal, just because it is an animal, is rational (or isn’t rational).

{NB This is reduplication (min jihati) in the Burley sense. See following
lines. }

✏
⇣ K ‡@ÒJk …ø
⇣ K ‡@ÒJk ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
⇣ ·” ‡Aø Ò Ø ; Å⌧À  @
; á£A
‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ – Q À , á£A
⌦
⌦
.
⌦

If it was — just because it is an animal — rational, then it would follow that
every animal was rational;

⇣ JK Å⌧À ‡@ÒJk ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
⇣ ·” ‡@ÒJmÃ '@ ‡Aø ÒÀ
Yg @ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B ‡ @ – Q À , á£A
. ⌦ ⌦
.
⌦

and if the animal — just because it is an animal — was not rational, then it
would follow that no

⇣ K HA
⌘ ⌦k ·” Z˙Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ˙Œ´ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ ¯ Y✏À@ Z˙Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ‡✏ B . AÆ£A
⇣ K@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@ ·”
·” ,ÒÎ ÒÎ IJ
⌦
⌦
⌦

animal is rational. This is because if X is true of Y just because it is Y , and
because that

⌘ ⌦k ·” »AÆJ⇣ ⌦Ø , È⇣J™J⌦J.£ ÒÎ IJ
⌘ ⌦k
AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡Aø A‹✏ œ ·∫À . ‡Aø ≠J⌦ª , ‡Aø IJ

is its nature, then X is true of Y because of what it is and in all cases. But 101.5
when the phrase

✏
⇣ ·” IJ
⌘ ⌦k ·”
·” ‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@ ‡ @ H. Am.⇢'⌦ ‡ @ – Q K⌦ ’À , »Ò“j÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. @ Yª ÈÍk
.

‘just because’ or ‘from the aspect’ etc. is a part of the predicate, it doesn’t
follow that the animal has to be —

⇣ ·” Å⌧À ‡@ÒJmÃ '@ ‡✏ @ H Am⇢' ‡ @ …K , á£A
⇣ JK Å⌧À ‡@ÒJk ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
⇣
ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
⌦ ⌦
.
. ⌦ ⌦
.
. .⌦

just because it is an animal — not rational, or rather that the animal has to
be not — just because it

⇣ ‡Ò∫K YØ⇣ …K , á£A
⇣ JK ‡@ÒJk
I. Ç⇣ È⇣✏J⌦K@ÒJ⌦m⇢'. ÈKÒª ‡Aø @ XAØ . ‡Ò∫K⌦ B YØ
⌦
.
. ⌦

is an animal — rational; rather it can be rational and it can be not rational.
And because its being [ANIMAL] denies
{It’s reasonably clear how Ibn Sı̄nā reaches his conclusion about what holds
when the phrase is part of the subject. But the reason for his different conclusion when the phrase is part of the predicate is not clear. He doesn’t have
20
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a meaning for min h.aytu which he can lift compositionally to sentences con¯
taining it; in any case this is generally not how he thinks. Rather he asks
how we normally use sentences containing the phrase. Without knowing
his criteria for counting the phrase as part of the predicate, or having any
concrete examples of the kinds of sentence that he would take as illustrating this possibility, there is very little we can do to test his conclusions. }

⇣ JÀ@ ÈJ ´ Ik Ò⇣K
Q” B@ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ – Q K⌦ ’À , á¢
⌦ . .

⇣ JÀ@ ÈJ´
È⇣✏J⌦K@ÒJ⌦m⇢'. B ÈKÒª Q⌦´ , á¢

equally well be assumed to go either way.

⇣ ’Ê Ç⇣ ˙Ø
.Z@ÒÇÀ@ ˙Œ´ ·⌦“ÇÆÀ@
⌦ ⌦

rationality to it, without its being not [ANIMAL] forcing it to be rational, it
doesn’t follow that the thing can
{I don’t understand the phrase ‘without . . . to be rational’. Another translation? }

AÎY™K. ‡Aø @ X@ , I.m.⇢'⌦ ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ Z@Qk. @ ? ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ≠J⌦ª

101.10

[2.3.13] But how can it be a part of the subject? When a part of the 101.11
subject is followed by
{NB Here he assumes that a qualifier follows the noun that it qualifies. }

⇣ JÀ@ ‡@ÒJmÃ '@ : AJÀÒÆª
⇣ ËYJ™K Z˙m⇢⇣' ‡ @ , ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ ˙Œ´ …“m⇢' Z˙Ê⌘Ö
; @ Yª á£A
⌦ ⌦
⌦
⌦ . ⌦.

something that is predicated of the subject, there has to be something that
reaches across the distance of the thing [from the subject]. For example
(21)

The rational animal etc.

⇣ ·” H A✏⇣J∫À@ ë™K : AJ Ø⇣ @ XAØ .@ Yª á£A
⇣ JÀ@ ÒÎ ¯ Y✏À@ ‡@ÒJmÃ '@ ËAJ™”
ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.
⌦
.
⌦
means
(22)

The animal which is rational etc.

So when we say
(23)

Some writer, just because he is a writer

⇣ ·” XÒk A÷œ @ , H A✏⇣J∫À@ ë™K ËAJ™” ‡Ò∫K ‡ @ IjJØ , I⇣KAø
, I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.
⌦
.
. .⌦ .

it would have to mean
(24)

Some writer, who is taken to be only because he is a writer
21
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⇣ ·” ÒÎ ¯ Y✏À@ , H A✏⇣J∫À@ ë™K  @
PÒÇÀ@ @ YÎ »AgX@ ‡Ò∫J⌦Ø .°Æ⇣ Ø I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.
.
⌦
or
(25)

Some writer who is only because he is a writer.

Adding the quantifier [‘some’]

101.15

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 3 Nov 12.
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102

✏
⇣ ·” Yg @ ¯ Y✏À@ I⇣KAæÀ@ ‡A
Aí⌦ @ B ë™J✏ . ⌧K⇣⌦ B °Æ⇣ Ø I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
Ø , @P YÎ ÈJ⌦Ø
.
.
⌦

in the sentence gives nonsense. ‘The writer who is taken as only because he
is a writer’ can’t be separated out into individuals. Nor does it make sense
to

✏ ⇣ ✏⇣ ✏
⇣ ·” XÒk A÷œ @ I⇣KAø …ø
✏ ⌧K⇣⌦
; I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
: »AÆK⌦ ˙Êk , …æÀAK. P ÒÇ
.
.

quantify it universally, as in
(26)

Every writer who is taken as only because he is a writer.

✏
ÒÎ H. A⇣J∫À@ ë™K. : …J⌦Æ⇣ Ø , »Ò“j÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. @ YÎ …™k. @ X@ @P YÎ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B

It is not nonsense when this is put as a part of the predicate, as in
(27)

Some of the writers are, just because they are writers, etc.

⇣ ·”
‡ @ I.j.J⌦Ø , »Ò“j÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. @ YÎ ‡Aø @ XAØ , @ Yª I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.

But when this is a part of the predicate, then it would have to

.Å∫™À@ YJ´ ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. ‡Ò∫K⌦

be a part of the subject if we converted.
102.5
{The conclusion from this argument seems to be that min h.aytu phrases
¯
can occur in the subject only when the subject is a nature or meaning read
materially (à la Carnap), in which case they can’t be quantified. So a proposition with such a phrase as a component of its predicate can’t convert to a
quantified proposition. }

✏
?»Ò“j÷œ @ ·” @ZQk. ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ I.m.⇢'⌦ Å⌧⌦À @ , ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ ·” ZQk. ÈK @ I.Î

[2.3.14] Grant that it is a part of the subject; then isn’t it possible for it to 102.6
be a part of the predicate?

✏ ✏
✏
‡AÇ @ …ø ‡ @ ËAJ™” , AJ.⇣KAø ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ ·∫‹ÿ ‡AÇ @ …ø AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡Ò∫J⌦Ø : …J⌦Ø⇣

It was said:

The sentence
(28)

Every human can be a writer.

means that every human

102.7
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{This is almost verbatim what Ibn Rušd ascribes to al-Fārābı̄,
Masa’il p. 102, but with a different example (Every animal can
be sleeping). }

⇣ ·” ÒÎ ¯ Y✏À@ , AJ⇣KAø ‡Ò∫K ‡ @ ·∫‹ÿ
@ YÎ ; °Æ⇣ Ø I.⇣KAø I.⇣KAæÀ@ A” ÈÍk
.
.
⌦
⌦
, H. XAø

can be a writer who is, just because he is a writer, a writer,
But this is false,

⇣ ·” XÒk A÷œ @ I⇣KAø È✏K AK ≠ìÒK ÄAJÀ@ ·” Yg@ B È✏KAØ
I.⇣KAø ÒÎ A” ÈÍk
.
.
⌦
.

in fact nobody is described as ‘a writer taken as only because he is a writer’.

✏
✏ ✏
✏
‡AÇ @ ÈK @ ¯⌦ YÀ@ °Æ⇣ Ø I.⇣KAæÀ@ XQm✏ .◊ ÒÎ ¯⌦ YÀ@ Z˙⌦Ê⌘ÑÀ@ ‡Ò∫K⌦ B ‡AÇ B @ ‡AØ .°Æ⇣ Ø

[HUMAN] is not an idea which is just stripped down from [WRITER] by 102.10
denying of it that it is human and

✏
»ÒÆ⇣ K A” YJ´ I⇣ Æ⇣J K AJÇÀ . ÈJ´ AK. Ò Ç” ËXÒk.  ·” Ag. PAg , ‡@ÒJ⌦k ÈK @

animal, taking these as outside its mode of existence. When we say
{‘Mode of existence’ (wujūd): One of Ibn Sı̄nā’s key doctrines (Madkal i.2)
¯
is that universals have two modes of existence, one in the world and one
in the mind. The one in the mind consists in the universal having abstract
relations to other universals. I take him to be referring to this mode here. }

⇣  , I⇣KAæÀ@ ˙Ø PAJ⇣J´@ ˙Õ@ , AJ⇣KAø ‡Ò∫K ‡ @ ·∫‹ÿ ‡AÇ B @ ‡@✏
, ÈK. ‡ Q⇣Æ⇣ ⇣K ÈÍk
. .
.
⌦
⌦ .

(29)

The human can be a writer.

we don’t put any special interpretation on ‘writer’ or attach to it any aspect
{Ibn Rušd takes issue with Ibn Sı̄nā here, saying that the aspect is always
understood even if not uttered. He seems to be following al-Fārābı̄ in this.
}

✏
˙Œ´ ΩÀ X …“ÓE⌦ …Î ,Q¢JJØ .B †QÂ⌘Ñ . B †QÂ⌘Ö CK. I.⇣KAø ÈK @ á⇣ ¢” ˙Ê™” Q⌦´

which is different from the absolute meaning of ‘writer’, without any condition. So we consider whether ‘writer’ is true of
{My translation follows the mss which omit lā bi-šart.in lā. I suppose it could
mean ‘without a second-order condition ruling out a first-order one’. ?? }
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✏ ✏ ✏
, @ Y∫K. ¨ÒìÒ” ÒÎ ¯⌦ YÀ@ ÈK @ B @ ®ÒìÒ÷œ @ ˙⌦Ø I⇣ Æ⇣J K⌦ B ‡ @ I.j.J⌦Ø , ‡AÇ B @

the human, and for this one shouldn’t take into account any features of the
subject except that it is described as such-and-such,
{Should probably be ‘we shouldn’t’, though there is no ms evidence for
this. }

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 3 Nov 12.
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103

⇣ ·” †QÂ⌘Ñ B , –@ X B @ –@ X †QÂ⌘Ö CK
»Ò“j÷œ @ ˙Õ@ I⇣ Æ⇣J K B , ÈÍk
.
.
.

without any condition that it is permanent, or that it is not, or any condition
of aspect, and we take into account the predicate

✏’Á⌘' , »Ò“j÷œ @ ÒÎ , È⇣ “m.Ã '@ ZQk. ÒÍØ , ÈK. ËAJÆm⇣ Ã '@ †QÂ⌘Ö ¯✏ AØ .BÒ“m◊ @ XÒk A” B✏ @
⌦

only as we have it. If we attach any condition to the predicate, it is a part of
the whole predicate. Then if we convert the proposition,

.…“ÓE⌦ B , A´ÒìÒ” [[ @ BÒ“m◊]] È ™m.⇢'⌦ A“J⌦Ø Å∫™À@ YJ´ YgÒK⌦  ° . QK⌦ ΩÀ X Y™K.

after that it is linked and taken in the conversion in what the conversion
makes [[the predicate or]] the subject, so it doesn’t go missing.
{From the sense it seems we should delete mah.mūlan ’aw. No mss support
this, but there is evidence that the present text confused the copyists. Alternatively Ibn Sı̄nā has switched in midstream from talking about predicate
conditions to talking about conditions of any kind. }

⇣
⇣ Y✏ Æ÷⇣ œ @ ·” Q⌦⌘Jª …¢J.À ⇣ËQ . ⇣J™” †QÂ⌘ÑÀ@ Ë YÎ I⇣ KAø ÒÀ
HPAì
, È⇣✏K⌦ PQÂîÀ@ HA”

And if these conditions are taken into account, then many necessary premises
are falsified and become
{NB In general, taking into account conditions (on the predicate?) makes
it harder for a proposition to be true, and thus necessary propositions are
often downgraded to possible. }

⇣ J∫‹ÿ
. HA

only possible.

✏ g h ˙Ø ·∫‹ÿ H  , H h ‡Aø @ X@ …Î Q¢J Ø . ËAJ Ø⇣ A” ©”@Òk ©“j⇣JÀ
, ÈK. êA
. .
.
. .
. ⌦
H. …‘g @ X@ …ÍØ

[2.3.15] Let us sum up what we have said. So let us consider whether,
when there are C and B, and B is possible in C as a special case of it, then 103.6
when B is true
{Amending to read j wa-b instead of j b, as the sense requires. }

?…“m⇢⌦' B  @ H. ˙Œ´ …“m⇢⌦' Aí⌦ @ h. ¨ , h. ˙Œ´

of C, is C also true of B or is it not?

⌘ ⌦k ·” Ë Yg AK ‡ @ I.m.⇢'⌦ …Î Q¢JJ Ø , I.⇣KAæÀ@ H.  , ‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@ h. ·∫⇣J Ø
IJ
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So let C be animal and B writer, , and let us consider whether we should 103.8
take ‘writer’ as ‘writer, just because

✏
⌘ ⌦k ·” , I.⇣KAæÀ@ Ym.⇢' A✏J∫À .I.⇣KAø ÒÎ
ÈK @ ÈJ´ AK. Ò Ç” , I.⇣KAø ÒÎ IJ

he is a writer’. But we find that no ‘writer, just because he is a writer’ is

⌘ ⌦k ·” I.⇣KAæÀ@ ‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@ ·´ H. Ò Ç” h. ¨ , ‡@ÒJ⌦k
‡ @ I.m.⇢'⌦ …K. ; I.⇣KAø ÒÎ IJ

an animal, and so C [(i.e. ‘animal’)] is false of the animal who is a ‘writer, 103.10
just because he is a writer’! But rather we have to

✏
, ÈJ⌦ ´ BÒ“m◊ ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ '@ ‡ @ ·✏⌦J.Ø , A´ÒìÒ” È ™j.JØ , I.k.  @ ‡Aø A” ˙⌦´@Q⌦K

be careful about what is affirmed, so we take the writer to be a subject
individual, and then it is clear that ‘animal’ will be true of him.
{It is not clear to me what ‘being careful’ consists in here. Ibn Sı̄nā seems
to reach a different conclusion without altering the input. }

✏
⇣ ÈJ ´ BÒ“m◊ ‡Ò∫K Ë@Q⇣Ø
⇣ YÀ@ –@X A”  @ , A” A⇣JØ
ám⇣ Ã '@ ‡Aø ‡AØ . ⇣ËXÒk. Ò” H@
⌦
⌦

So you can see that it will be true of him at some time, or for as long as his
essence continues to be satisfied. And if the truth was
{NB. Reference to the individual essence confirms that Ibn Sı̄nā means subject individual in 103.12. The verb yurāc iya is his normal term for handling
condiitions and additions, but in this case his advice seems to be to ignore
the min h.aytu clause in defiance of al-Fārābı̄’s claim (supported by Ibn Rušd
¯
later) that the clause is understood. In iii.2, e.g. at 148.8, he will confirm this
position by arguing that adding the clause changes it to a ‘different proposition’. }

⇣ X –@X A” A÷ﬂ @X ÈJ⌦ ´ »Ò“m◊ È✏K @ ÒÎ
¯⌦ PQÂï ‡@ÒJ⌦mÃ 'AØ , ⇣ËXÒk. Ò” I.⇣KAæÀ@ H@

that it was predicated of him permanently so long as the essence of the
writer continues instantiated, then ‘animal’ is necessary

. ≠í @ ·÷œ ®CK. @ YÎ ˙⌦Ø . ‡@ÒJ⌦j À A✏K⌦ PQÂï Å⌧⌦À I.⇣KAæÀ@ , I.⇣KAæ À

for the writer, and ‘writer’ is not necessary for the animal. That is enough
about this for any unprejudiced person.

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 3 Nov 12.
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104
[Nec O]

✏
✏
‡Aø @ X@ Å⌧⌦À ÈKAØ .Å∫™J⇣K B AÓEAØ , È⇣✏K⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ÈJ⇣ . ÀAÇÀ@ È⇣✏J⌦KQm.Ã '@ A”✏ @

[2.3.16] Existentially quantified negative necessity propositions don’t 104.1
convert. When
{Prior Anal i.3, 25a33. Aristotle says ‘same reason as before’, i.e. as at i.2,
25a23 where he uses ‘human’ and ‘animal’. }

✏
⇣ËPQÂîÀAK ‡Ò∫K B ‡ @ Im⇢' , AKAÇ @ ‡@ÒJk È✏K AK ¨ÒìÒ” …ø
Å⌧⌦À ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK.
.
⌦
⌦
.
..⌦

(30)

With necessity not everything fitting the description ‘animal’ is a
human.

it doesn’t have to be that
(31)

With necessity not every human is an animal.

✏
✏
…K. , ⇣ËPQÂîÀ@ I. É Å⌧⌦À , Å⌧⌦À ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. AJÀÒØ⇣ ‡ @ ’Œ´ @  .AK@ÒJ⌦k ‡AÇ @ …ø

And be aware that the negation of ‘necessarily’ is not the phrase ‘with necessity not’; rather it is

. ⇣ËPQÂîÀAK. Å⌧⌦À ⇣ËPQÂîÀ@ I. É

‘not with necessity’.
[Poss ]

⇣ Y✏ Æ÷⇣ œ @ A”✏ @
: @ÒÀAØ⇣ : ≠ì @ A” ©ìÒ÷œ @ @ YÎ …⌘J” ˙⌦Ø AÓD⌦Ø …J⌦Ø⇣ YÆ⇣ Ø , È⇣J∫“÷œ @ HA”

[2.3.17] My view of possibility premises has already been discussed 104.5
when we considered similar things. [Aristotle] says:
{Conversion of ‘Some C is a B with possibility’ at 95.7. }

✏
·∫“÷œ @ ˙Œ´ á⇣ ¢÷œ @ ˙Œ´ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ ’ÊÖB @ º@Q⇣ÉA⌘ K. ·∫“÷œ @ ‡@
.˘⌦ÆJ⇣ ⌦Æm⇣ Ã '@
‘Possible’ is used ambiguously for necessary and absolute and
strict possible.
{Prior Anal i.3, 25a36–25b20. There is nothing about ‘strict’ in
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Theodorus’ Arabic, though modern commentators seem to agree
with Ibn Sı̄nā that Aristotle is here talking about contingency. }

·∫“÷œ @ ˙⌦Ø ‡Aø A” .ΩJK⌦ X ’∫k È“∫mØ á⇣ ¢÷œ @ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ¨ ‡Aø A‘Ø
˘⌦ÆJ⇣ ⌦Æm⇣ Ã '@

The cases that fall under ‘necessary’ and ‘absolute’ behave as in
those two classes. The cases that fall under ‘strict possible’

@ YÎ QÎA£ —Î AØ .Qk @ ©ìÒ” ˙⌦Ø ΩÀ ·✏⌦J.JÉ A” ˙Œ´ , ≠ÀAm⇢⌦' YØ⇣ È“∫mØ
✏
°Æ À@

can behave in different ways, as we will show you in another
place.
The plain sense of this expression makes us think

✏
✏
✏
·∫‹ÿ ÈÀ »AÆJ⇣ ⌦Ø , °Æ À@ ˙⌦Ø B @ ÈÀ AÆÀAm◊ ·∫K⌦ ’À ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ …J⌦Ø⇣ @ X@ ·∫“÷œ @ ‡ @

that [he means that] when ‘possible’ is applied things that are necessary, it
differs from ‘necessary’ only in expression, so that ‘possible’ is said

✏
✏
✏
Å⌧⌦À . ÈÇ∫´ ÈÇ∫´ ‡Aø °Æ À@ ˙⌦Ø B @ AÆÀAm◊ ·∫K⌦ ’À @ XAØ .¯⌦ PQÂï ÈK @ ˙⌦Ê™K

and we mean ‘necessary’. If it does differ only in expression, then it con- 104.10
verts the same way as ‘necessary’. But this is

✏
»ÒÆK⇣ ⌦ ÄAJÀ@ ·” Yg @ Å⌧⌦À ÈKAØ . ⇣ËPÒíÀ@ Ë YÎ ˙Œ´ Q” B@ —ÍÆK⌦ ‡ @ ˘⌦™J.⌧K⌦

not the right way to understand the thing. No person in any language
describes

⇣ ™✏À@ ·” È⇣™À ˙Ø B
.¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ÈK. ˙⌦Ê™K⌦  , ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ ·∫‹ÿ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ HA
⌦

necessary things as ‘possible’ and means by it that they are necessary.

✏⇣
✏
⇣ ÇÀ@
⇣ ˙Ê⇣✏À@ ÈÓD
⌘
‡Aø ˙Êk
, Aø@Q⇣É@⌘ ·∫“÷œ @ È⇣¢ÆÀ ˙⌦Ø …™m.⇢'⌦ ÈK @ ˙Õ@ I´X
. B
⌦

The problem which invites us to take the expression ‘possible’ as ambiguous takes the form that
{NB The lā at the beginning of this line is cashed in only at 104.18. Unfriendly sentence construction! }

⇣ AÓEÒª ©J⇣J÷ﬂ⌦ ‡Aø , »AÆK⇣ B ‡ @ ⇣ËQ”
✏ ¯ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ ‡ @ ⇣ËQ”✏ I.m.⇢'⌦
˙Œ´ BÒÆ”
⌦
⌦
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in some cases ‘possible’ has to apply to necessary things and in other cases
it doesn’t. Also when it applies to

✏
✏
·∫÷ﬂ⌦ A” ‡Aø X@ , A“ÓDJ⌦K. ¯Qm.⇢'⌦ ¯⌦ YÀ@ Å∫™À@ ÈJ⇣ . ÀAÇÀ@ ˙Õ@ Å∫™J⇣K AÓE @ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@

necessary things, this prevents us from making the kind of conversion 104.15
which runs between affirmative and negative, using the fact that what can
possibly

✏
⇣ AÓEÒª Ik ÒK ‡Aø . ‡Ò∫K B ‡ @ ·∫‹ÿ ‡Ò∫K ‡ @
‡ @ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ BÒÆ”
⌦
⌦
. . ⌦

be the case can also possibly be not the case. Also when ‘possible’ applies
to necessary things, this requires that

⇣ ·∫‹ÿ Å⌧À È✏K @ ÒÎ AÓDîJÆ⇣ K ‡Aø B✏ @  , ÈJ ´ »AÆK⇣ B AÓD É
, ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ BÒÆ”
⌦
⌦
⌦
⌦
.

its negation doesn’t apply to necessary things — otherwise its contradictory
negation, ‘not possible’, applies to necessary things,

✏ ✏
⇣ É⌘ A™J⇣J‹ÿ ¯ PQÂîÀ@ ‡Aø
˙Œ´ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ ·∫“÷œ @ ‡ AK. AÍ g ‡Ò∫K⌦ ‡ @ I.k. Ò⇣K ÈÓD
.
⌦
¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@

so that the necessary becomes the impossible. This is not a problem which
requires for its solution that ‘possible’ is applied to necessary things

.AØX@Q⇣” BÒØ⇣

as a synonym of ‘necessary’.

✏
✏ @ A“ÎYg @ , ‡AJJ™” ÈÀ ‡Aø @ X@ ·∫“÷œ @ ‡A
Qk B@ , I.k. @ÒÀ@ ·” —´
Ø
⌦

[2.3.18] But ‘possible’ has two meanings, one of them including ‘neces- 104.19
sary’ and the other

Transcription checked 8 Oct 09. Readings checked 2 Nov 12.
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105

✏
✏ ⇣ ⌘ ✏
˙Œ´ ÈÀÒØ⇣ I.m.⇢'⌦ ¯⌦ YÀ@ ·∫“÷œ @ …Î . Aí⌦ @ …jJ⇣K ÈÓD
.ÇÀ@ ‡AØ I.k. @Ò À ·K⌦ AJ.”

disjoint from ‘necessary’. This solves the problem too. Is the ‘possible’
which has to be said [just] of
{The discussion down to line 4 is hairy and I’m not sure I have it right. As
always, the text may be corrupt. }

✏
✏
✏
✏
Å⌧⌦À ÈK @ ÈJ. É ‡ B ; ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ B ÈJ. É ¯⌦ YÀ@ ·∫“÷œ @ B @ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@

necessary things different from the ‘possible’ whose negation doesn’t apply to necessary things? [The question arises] because the negation [of the
latter] is ‘not

✏
ÒÎ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ »AÆK⇣ ⌦ ‡ @ I.m.⇢'⌦ ¯⌦ YÀ@ ·∫“÷œ @ ‡Ò∫J⌦Ø .©J⇣J‹ÿ ËAJ™” ·∫‹ÿ
✏
¯⌦ YÀ@

possible’, meaning impossible. [If the two ‘possibles’ are the same, then]
the ‘possible’ that has to apply [just] to necessary things is what

✏
ÈK @ ËAJ™” XÒk. ÒÀ@ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´ »ÒÆ÷⇣ œ @ ·∫“÷œ @ @ YÎ ‡Aø @ XAØ . ÈJ. É @ YÎ
¯⌦ PQÂï

has this as its negation. When this ‘possible’ is said of something that is
necessarily true, its meaning is that the thing is necessary.

Å⌧⌦À A” ¯⌦ PQÂî . Å⌧⌦À A” ‡Aø , È⇣ØX@Q⇣÷œ @ ZA÷ﬁÖ B@ ˙⌦Ø ‡Ò∫K⌦ A“ª , ΩÀ X È”ÒÍÆ”

But [if they are the same ‘possible’], then as with any two synonymous 105.5
nouns, we must understand that ‘not necessary’ and ‘not

…K. ; »Am◊ @ YÎ , ©J⇣J“÷œ @ ÒÎ ‡ X@ ¯⌦ PQÂî . Å⌧⌦À A” ‡Aø , Yg@ ˙Ê™” ·∫“÷ﬂ.

possible’ mean the same, so that what is not necessary is the same as what
is impossible. This can’t be correct. But rather

ÒÎ …ím✏ ◊ Q⌦´ ’ÊÖ@ »YK. ®ÒìÒ” …ím✏ ◊ ’ÊÖ@ ÒÎ I.k. @ÒÀ@ ˙Œ´ »ÒÆ÷⇣ œ @ ·∫“÷œ @

‘possible’ in the sense in which it applies to necessary things is a determinate name which is used instead of the indeterminate name

✏ @ ÒÎ , ©J⇣J‹ÿ Q ´ È⇣¢ÆÀ
ÄAæ™K@ È⇣✏m⇡ï ‡ X@ Å⌧⌦ Ø . ·∫“÷œ @ ·” I.k. @ÒÀ@ ·” —´
⌦

‘not impossible’, and it includes both the necessary and the possible. And
in that case the correct form of its converse is not
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. ÈÇÆK ˙⌦Ø ÈÉAæ™K@ È⇣✏m⇡ï I.k. ÒK⌦ , ÈJ” ë✏ k @ ÒÎ á⇣ ¢÷œ @  @ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@

either necessary or absolute, both of which are special cases of it, so the
correct form of its converse has to be possible in the same sense.

I.m.⇢'⌦ …K.

[2.3.19] But one should

✏
✏
…J⌦Ø⇣ @ X@ @ YÎ ‡ @ ÒÎ iJ⌦jíÀ@ » ✏ B@ ’Ê⌦ ™⇣JÀ@ ˙⌦Ø PÒªY÷œ @ –CæÀ@ ˙Ê™” ‡ @ ’Œ™K⌦ ‡ @

105.9

know that the correct meaning of the text in the First Teaching discussed 105.10
above is that when ‘possible’ is applied

✏ ˙Ø ÈJ” A‘Ø , ·∫“÷œ @ ˙Œ´ á⇣ ¢÷œ @ ˙Œ´ ¯ PQÂîÀ@ ˙Œ´
A” È“∫mØ ¯⌦ PQÂîÀ@ ⇣Ë XA”
⌦
⌦
.…J⌦Ø⇣

to propositions that are necessary, propositions that are absolute and propositions that are possible, then propositions with necessary matter behave as
has already been stated,
{NB Here he states that Aristotle’s discussion of conversion of e.g. ‘necessary’ propositions is meant to be about ones which are necessarily true, not
about ones that state that their content is necessarily true. Also he doesn’t
really mean ‘matter’ in the sense discussed in c Ibāra, which refers only to
the terms and not to what is expressed about them. }

✏
✏ ˙Ø ÒÎ A” ΩÀ Yª
ií⇣JJ⌦ÇØ ˘⌦ÆJ⇣ ⌦Æm⇣ Ã '@ ·∫“÷œ @ A”✏ @ . …J⌦Ø⇣ A” È“∫mØ á⇣ ¢÷œ @ ⇣Ë XA”
⌦

and likewise propositions with absolute matter behave as has already been
stated. But as for propositions whose matter is strict possible,

✏ ✏
✏
’∫k ií⇣JK⌦ , –A™À@
@ YÎ I.m.⇢'⌦ A” ©J⌦‘g. ˙⌦Ø ’∫mÃ '@ hAí⌦ @ Y™K. ‡ @ ’Œ™J⌦À , Y™K. ËQ” @

the facts about these will be made clear later. This is so that we know that
after he has set out the facts about all the cases implied by ‘possible’ in the
general sense, the facts
{The text would read better without hāh.ā, which is no doubt why several
mss leave it out. But we don’t know that Ibn Sı̄nā didn’t write it. }

✏
✏
✏ @ YÎ
⇣ JÀ@ . –A™À@
✏ . ÈÇ∫´ ˙Ø ˘ÆJ⇣ ⌦Æm⇣ Ã '@ ·∫“÷œ @ ˙Ø á¢
. ËQkÒJ Ø , ËQk A⇣JK. ⇣ËXA™À@ H⇣ Qk
⌦ ⌦
⌦

about this general ‘possible’ will have been set out. The custom is to postpone discussion of the srict possible proposition and its conversion, so let
us postpone it.
{Picked up again at 205.11. }
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